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The MWA Newsletter is at last moving into the 
21st century . Beginning with edition Number 148,

the newsletter will no longer be distributed in paper 
form.  It will instead be published on line to every 
member whose internet address is on our files.  It 

has been originated in full colour for many years, 
but the extremely high cost of colour photo copying 
has necessitated conversion to old fashioned black 

& white for publication. Needless to say, no amount 
of Photo Shopping can make B&W pictures look 
esactly like the original objects!   Of course, there 

are some members who are not on line, and for 
them, and also for visitors to the Club, a small run 
of B&W paper copies will still be produced.   Unless 

the number is very small, the budget will not run to 
colour printing.  Important. If you are on line, but 
don’t receive your newsletter in August, please 

e-mail me. on  alan@al2783hare.plus.com

I would like to thank MWA member Stephen Tribbick 
for helping to compile a full list of  members’ e-mail 
addresses

Alan

        For your Diary

June 12th.  MWA All Day Seminar, 

July 14th .  Ben Dick will demonstrate.

July 19th to 5th August.  Exhibition in  Uxbridge 
Library UB8 1HD   Details will be announced .

August 11th. Workshop evening, incl. sharpening.
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There is important news in this edition.  The 
most urgent matter concerns the MWA Seminar.  
Not enough people have purchased tickets to 
enable the Committee to cover the costs of the 
event. I would urge those who have not enrolled 
to consider doing so, otherwise the Committee 
will be unable to mount a Seminar in future 
years.  Ralph Pooley has written in this issue 
about the Seminar. Please read his contribution. 

Next there is the impending change of venue. 
Most members will already have received 
details by email, and those who are not on line 
will have received them with this Newsletter.  
Please note the change of meeting night from 
Thursday to Tuesday.  

A useful local map can be had from 
www.streetmap.co.uk by entering the postcode 

HA2 7TA for the venue. 

Please welcome member Vanessa Sanderson 
to the Newsletter.  She will be assisting me by 
researching information, and writing up some of 
our meetings. I hope you will appreciate the 
change of writing style after having put up with 
mine for so many years! 

Finally, because of confusion over my usual 
email address, I have decided to use an 
alternative address for newsletter matters.  
Please add  spargo73@waitrose.com  to your 
contacts list   My other address is of course still 
valid.                                            

     Alan 

http://www.streetmap.co.uk
mailto:spargo73@waitrose.com
mailto:marymorgan3@sky.com
mailto:marymorgan3@sky.com
http://www.streetmap.co.uk
mailto:spargo73@waitrose.com


Greg Morton was our 
demonstrator for the March 
meeting. He is well known to 
us, having visited the Club on 
several previous occasions.  
He began with a blank cut 
from partially seasoned 
timber, from which he began 
to make a large natural edged 
bowl. Aftediscussion of the 
merits of unseasoned wood, 

After discussion of the merits of unseasoned 
wood, he mounted the bark side of the blank on 
a screw chuck. Stressing the need for tailstock 
support, he created a spigot for later rechucking, 
and used a large bowl gouge to progressively 
shape the underside of the bowl. He left a short 
supporting spigot which would be removed later.  
As he worked, he kept up a steady commentary 
on tools and methods.

Greg Morton Profile   

Greg Morton has been a turner since 1991, he has been on the Registar of Professional 
Turners since 1996. Gregory specializes in unique forms and will consider any 
challenges. His more unusual work has included making replacement pieces for 
antique instruments, willow workers tools, reflexology instruments, which need 
to be crafted to each individual practitioner, tables made from tree slices and 
forms for potters. He is currently collaborating with a silversmith to create 
spectacular silvered forms in petrified wood. He also turns unique bowls, 
platters, vases and display pieces.    Gregory draws inspiration from the natural 
individuality of the wood and it is very important to him that each piece grows 
from the grain and inclusions unique to the timber. he has a strict ecological 
policy and uses only timbers which can be guaranteed as sustained. Most of the 
wood used is English timber which is either cut by himself or obtained from local 
tree surgeons.  Vanessa Sanderson 

SUPPORT YOUR CLUB SEMINAR 
SUNDAY JUNE 11th 

The above event is a major part of our yearly programme, and in order for its continued success 
requires your support!
It is an excellent “day out” with a leading Demonstrator, (this year we have Jason Breach) who has 
a world wide reputation as a fine turner and teacher.
The venue is the Village Hall at Great Kingshill HP15 6DR, near High Wycombe  an excellent hall 
with plenty of parking space.
A first class buffet (including Vegetarian items and a sweet!) Are provided, including drinks 
All included in the very reasonable cost £18.00
We also run an “Instant Gallery” which we would ask all delegates to support by bringing a piece 
or two of their work. NO CRITIQUE
And we have our yearly competition for the “Gradidge Trophy the only condition is that the item 
entered must have been made during the last 12 months.  We would like to see more entries for this 
competition, so please enter!
This is a “GREAT DAY OUT” so come along and enjoy yourself.                                   Ralph Pooley

(Its not too late to enrol for the Seminar. Contact Derek Pollecutt on  
derek.pollecutt@btinternet.com
or telephone him on  0208 866 9687.  You could even turn up on the day! Ed)

http://www.morganicmetal.co.uk/MorganWebsite/Uncon/Wood/wooddps3.htm
mailto:derek.pollecutt@btinternet.com
http://www.morganicmetal.co.uk/MorganWebsite/Uncon/Wood/wooddps3.htm
mailto:derek.pollecutt@btinternet.com


Once satisfied with 
the profile, he 
sanded and sealed it.  
Reverse chucking, 
again with tailstock 
support, he 
excavated the 
interior of the bowl 
Soon the tailstock was withdrawn, and taken off the 
lathe to enable correct tool movements to be made. 
There was discussion of varying styles of 
sharpening. Greg needed two different bowl gouges, 
a swept back grind for inside the walls of the bowl, 
and a flat grind for the bottom.  While he was 
turning, Greg frequently took his tools to the 
grinder. As he said, there is nothing worse than a 

blunt tool.  Blunt tools 
have to be forced, are 
difficult to control, and 
are dangerous in use. 
They also lead to poor 
surfaces, and excessive 
sanding.

When he was satisfied, he brushed the bark edge 
of the bowl to removes any loose stuff, then 
sanded and sealed the inside of the bowl. For 
finishing off the base a 
padded dolly was set in the 
chuck, and the bowl placed 
over it, located by the 
tailstock centre. As the drive 
to the bowl was purely by 
friction, light cuts with very 
sharp tools were taken, 
leaving a minimal spigot to 
maintain tailstock pressure. Raw surfaces were 
sanded and later sealed. Greg used a thin pull saw 

to remove the spigot, then 
finished off by carving 
away the nub which 
remained. It only remained 
to set a small sanding disc 
in the chuck, and the base 
was smoothed ready for 
sealing.  This brought us to 
coffee time. 

Greg Morton contd
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After the break, Greg showed us how he 
makes one of his signature pieces; a double 
ended hollow form.  
At first sight it is 
difficult to envisage 
how it could be 
held in the the 
lathe.  Greg took a 
short piece of small 
diameter part seasoned branch wood. 
Centres were marked at each end, and 
deepened with a bradawl. A long 20mm 
auger bit was held in a drill chuck in the 
headstock, and with tailstock support and a 
strong hand grip, Greg proceeded to drill 
through the length of the blank, working 

from both 
ends, and 
frequently 
clearing 
shavings 
from the 

bit. Greg 
next made a mandrel which was a friction fit 
in the hole in the blank, and used it, again 
with tailstock support, to mount the blank.  
A short chucking spigot was formed, and 
turning the 
waisted shape 
of the form 
began. Small 
sharp spindle 
gouges took 
light cuts, and 
the shape gradually evolved. Greg kept up a 
commentary as he worked, and responded to 
comments and questions. The work was 
rechucked on the spigot, and with light cuts 
Greg carefully shaped the trumpet-like 

interior of tone end 
until it closely 
followed the exterior 
shape. Again, sanding 
followed. 



Greg Morton contd

    Now, we wondered, 
how will he hold it to 
turn out the other end?  
First a small dolly was 

turned to fit the interior of 
the ‘trumpet’, and left in the 
chuck. Gaffer tape was used 
to secure the work over the 
dolly and onto the 
chuck.Simple!  The hold of the tape was 
sufficient to allow the light cuts needed to finish 
the job. Sometimes the bark stays on, but it 
depends upon the timber and how dry it is. 

       What looked like an 
impossible piece to make 
turned out to be easy if you 
have the know-how.  Did 
you know that Gaffer tape 
and WD40 are essentials in 
your toolbox?   One stops 
things moving, and the other keeps thing moving!
       Greg is always a most interesting turner. His 
demonstrations are full of hints, tips and essential 
advice for both beginners and experienced 
turners, and he is alway ready to respond to 
comments and to reply to questions. This was an 
excellent evening, appreciated by all. We look 
forward to Greg’s next visit.

April Workshop
The practical evening was a usual friendly event. Several of our turners from beginners 
to very experience helped, supported and had a go at turning a handheld vanity mirror. 
To ensure that lots of turners got to have a go, each turning had 15 mins of practical. As 
there was lots to learn and teach and new skills for many, none of the mirrors were 
completed (We had three lathes on the go.) The bases were completed and the mount 
for the mirror to sit is was made. I am sure that the club will find the time to complete 
these projects. As usual the evening was very friendly and informative for everyone.

Each month turners place their turned pieces of work to be judged by the club. The 
entries are from beginner turners to those with vast experience. The range of products 
vary from practical items to unusual items of curiosities and beautiful ornaments. 
Each is marked for the quality of turning, originality, and finish.  It is a very discussed 
table, with many members, How was it turned? What type of wood is it?  Is it a 
newbie or experienced turner? Each piece is assessed and a score is given for the 
piece. Every turner is encouraged to enter work as regularly as they can, as this is a 

good time to see how work is progressing and hear other peoples opinions and perceptions of 
individual pieces.       Vanessa Sanderson

Diary Dates           June 8th    Workshop Evening            
Note The following meetings will held in the New Venue  

Tuesday July 11th  Mike Wood 

Tuesday August 8th   Workshop 

Tuesday September 12th   Les Thorne 

Tuesday October 10th   Steve Heeley

Tuesday November 14th A.G.M.Plus!

Tuesday December 12th Xmas Party
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Stuart King Honoured. 
Stuart King, Liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Turners, 
(and also President of Middlesex Woodturners), has been 
honoured by The Worshipful Company, which has presented him 
with a Gold Medal for his Services to  the Company and to the 
Craft of Wood Turning.  Please join with me in congratulating 
Stuart on his well deserved award.      

                                  Alan

Video Tapes   

VHS Video Tapes have long been superceded by CDs and DVDs, but some of us still 
have a VCR machine, and some treasured recordings. Howeve, borowings of tapes from 
the club Library have dwindled to nil.  They have recently been offered for sale at £1 each, 
but still a few remain unsold. The Committee has decided to accept defeat, and dump 
them, so those that remain are free of charge if you want them, but only up to the next 
meeting, then they will be gone for ever! 

                       

             FOR SALE 
Dust Extractor  

Good condition apart from  
filter bag which needs repair. 
Original price: about £150. 

Offers please. Buyer to collect. 
Payment is to be made to  
St Luke’s Hospice, and handed to 
MWA Treasurer, Derek Pollecutt. 
The Extractor may be inspected  
at  8 Mossendew Close, Harefield 
Middx UB9 6QD. 
Phone Brian Lindsay 01895 823324 

Shows and Craft Fairs 2017    
Great Barn Ruislip   26th May - 2nd June 
Eastcote House    June date to be advised 
Gaelic Athletics Assn.  To be advised 
Uxbridge Library    28th July - 3rd 

Amersham Show   September date to be 
advised 
Surrey Assn. of Woodturners   29th October 
Uxbridge Library    3rd - 9th November 5



 

 
 

Gallery
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